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ABSTRACT
The spinning lander is a novel concept for safely landing and hopping on unimproved surfaces virtually anywhere in
the solar system. It was first conceived in the early 1960s by satellite industry pioneer Harold Rosen, but not applied
to an actual mission design until 2007-2008 as a Google Lunar XPRIZE team entry. Key to this new lander concept
is the dual-spin spacecraft system approach developed and matured by Rosen and his Hughes Space &
Communications, Inc. team starting in the late 1960s—a simple, scalable spacecraft architecture which dominated
the communications satellite arena for nearly 25 years. Rosen’s GLXP entry featured a compelling spinning lander
design which was small, simple, elegant and low-cost. The overall spinning lander concept has been patented and is
now being further developed and marketed by Ecliptic Enterprises Corporation. Assessments of various spinning
lander concepts for solar system exploration were conducted by Ecliptic during 2010-2011, and by Ecliptic and JPL
during 2011-2012. Since 2013, increased popularity of the CubeSat standard for deep-space mission applications has
encouraged investigation of CubeSat-class spinning landers, especially for lunar missions. This paper summarizes
the genesis, development, advantages and mission applications of the spinning lander concept and highlights recent
CubeSat-class studies.
system, including Earth or even large human-made
objects in space.

INTRODUCTION
Most systems for a spinning lander—power, telemetry
and command, RF telecommunications, attitude control,
despun rotor control, propulsion, etc.—are nearly
identical to those included on over a hundred successful
dual-spin spacecraft missions conducted during the
1970s, 80s and 90s. What converts this proven, robust,
scalable design to a lander is the addition of landing
legs to the despun section, some sort of landing radar or
equivalent and mission-specific equipment such as
science instruments, sensors and technology or
commercial payloads. Spacecraft operations during
launch, Earth escape, cruise and target approach are
essentially the same as any typical dual-spin mission.
During the terminal landing phase, with despun section
and legs set at zero spin, the spinning portion of the
lander continues to spin until touchdown, providing
significant gyroscopic stability to the entire landed
system. Importantly, this system essentially can’t tip
over during landing, but will rather ‘bounce’ or ‘stick’
depending on the leg system design. After the first
landing the entire lander becomes an excellent hopper
as well, providing extended range/coverage options.
Properly scaled, his novel architecture can be applied to
landing missions on virtually any hard body in the solar
Ridenoure

Though conceived by Rosen in the 1960-1961
timeframe, he didn’t attempt to develop the concept
further for a specific mission application until after the
Google Lunar XPRIZE was announced in late 1997.
Soon after, he formed a small mission and systems
design team of ~12 experienced engineers (nearly all
ex-Hughes Space & Communications employees) and
set to work to define an end-to-end point-design
solution which could win the $20-million first prize in
this novel competition. The team was active through
mid-2008.
This new lander system architecture was first presented
to a general space-focused audience at the 9th Low Cost
Planetary Missions (LCPM) conference in summer
20111 and subsequently updated at another conference
in spring 20122. This paper repeats some of this earlier
material to provide an overall summary of the spinning
lander concept and context for the most recent
development work.
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An intensive and very productive SCSG designiteration process ensued during the next several
months, but unresolved philosophical differences
between Rosen and the GLXP management team at
the XPRIZE Foundation led to Rosen withdrawing
SCSG from the competition in late May 2008, shortly
after a GLXP team summit held in Strasbourg, France.

GENESIS OF CONCEPT: 1960-1961, 2007-2008
In the early 1960s, while Harold A. Rosen was leading
a small team at Hughes Aircraft Company developing
the world’s first series of geostationary satellites
(Syncom), Hughes was also bidding on (and
eventually won) the prime contract for building the
series of Surveyor lunar landers, per a design defined
by the NASA/Caltech Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL).

The team’s activities ceased in early June 2008 for
reasons that will not be addressed herein, and little
new work was completed on the concept through early
2009 except for the filing of the full patent application
in the U.S. and several other countries. In early 2010
Rosen assigned his patent to Ecliptic Enterprises
Corporation. The patent was ultimately issued in early
2013.

During off hours, Rosen conceived of a spin-stabilized
lander concept as an alternative to the body-stabilized
(3-axis) Surveyor design, but was unsuccessful in
promoting a design change. So the concept remained
just a concept in Rosen’s head—while the Syncom
program successes led to decades of Hughes
dominance in the communications satellite market
arena, with Rosen at the technical helm there until
1992. From 1963-2003, over 130 Hughes-designed
spin-stabilized satellites were launched, most of them
of the “dual-spin” architecture, which Rosen and team
pioneered starting in the late 1960s3.

KEY FEATURES OF THE ARCHITECTURE
Spinning satellite designs—first “solid” spinners and
later dual-spin implementations—captured early
dominance in the commercial space arena because
their various subsystems were inherently simple,
mass-efficient and scalable. Incremental changes in
size and functionality over nearly four decades and
over 130 missions clearly demonstrated the versatility
of the spinning architecture.

In late 2007, shortly after the announcement of the
Google Lunar XPRIZE (GLXP) that September,
Rosen came out of retirement at age 82 and formed a
small team of ex-Hughes engineers to resurrect his
spinning lander concept and field an entry for winning
the prize. Rosen initially registered his team as a nonpublic “stealth” GLXP team, and then in early 2008
filed a provisional patent application4 for the spinstabilized lander concept. Additional team members
were added in early 2008, and this core team of about
a dozen engineers5 melded their combined experience
from hundreds of successful space missions.

As summarized with some additional detail in the
2011 paper1, the spinning lander concept starts with a
classic dual-spin spacecraft architecture, where a
spinning module provides robust gyroscopic attitude
stability, a relatively benign thermal environment (by
evenly distributing heat loads) and centripetal
acceleration (for effective propellant settling and flow
control) connected to a despun module via a
rotor/bearing assembly. The despun module typically
hosts the telecommunications payloads and related
antennas.

From late 2007 through spring 2008, the full team
typically met on Saturdays for several hours at
Rosen’s home, with smaller lunchtime splinter group
meetings at various Los Angeles-area restaurants
during the week. Face-to-face meetings with engineers
at Space Exploration Technologies (SpaceX) in
nearby Hawthorne started in early 2008 to sort out
various launch-vehicle technical and pricing issues.

What converts this proven, robust, scalable
architecture to a lander (Figure 1) is the addition of
landing legs to the despun section, some sort of
landing radar or equivalent, and mission-specific
equipment such as science instruments, sensors and
technology or commercial payloads.

The team went public as the Southern California
Selene Group (SCSG) on February 21, 2008, along
with nine other GLXP teams at a ceremony held at
Google’s headquarters in Mountain View, California6.
Coincident with this event, a detailed summary of
SCSG’s spinning lander concept and end-to-end
GLXP mission plan was posted on the team’s official
GLXP website7.
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Figure 1. Spinning lander concepts, from SCSG
GLXP work (early 2008), left, and subsequent
studies (Ridenoure and Symmes, 2011)
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can be controlled independently in azimuth and
elevation during all mission phases using typical pantilt assemblies. Instruments and components on the
spun side can be positioned in azimuth by rotation of
the entire spun module.

Most core bus subsystems needed for a spinning
lander—power,
telemetry
and
command,
telecommunications, attitude control, despun and spun
module control, propulsion, etc.—are nearly identical
to those designed into over a hundred successful dualspin spacecraft missions conducted from 1969 through
2003. For nearly 40 years, Rosen and team developed
a variety of technologies and design techniques which
demonstrated scalability of the basic architecture and
subsystem capabilities and compatibility with most
available launch options. These innovations helped to
accelerate progress in the burgeoning geostationary
telecommunications satellite market. Several solar
system-exploration spacecraft also employed the dualspin architecture:
Pioneer Venus Orbiter and
Multiprobe (two spacecraft, both launched 1978),
Sakigaki, Suisei and Giotto (all Halley flyby
spacecraft, 1985) and Galileo (Jupiter orbiter, 1989).

The mass-efficient, cost-effective spinning lander
system designs can, for relatively low total mission
costs, address mission objectives for planetary
exploration,
resource
utilization
and
commercialization
at
various
solar
system
destinations. Solar system mission capability is
enabled primarily by how much onboard delta-V
capability is incorporated (via some combination of
liquid monopropellant and/or bipropropellant and/or
solid kick motor systems) and available power (via
spun- and despun-mounted solar arrays or
radioisotope-based power generators).
GLXP POINT DESIGN: 2008

Spinning lander operations during launch, Earth
escape, cruise and target approach are essentially the
same as any typical dual-spin mission. Control of
spacecraft velocity, spin rate and attitude is
accomplished via relatively simple and independent
sets of thrusters: axial (parallel to spin axis), radial
(normal to spin axis) and tangential (to spinning
section rim). In free space, bulk spin rate of the
spacecraft is controlled with the tangential thrusters,
while relative spin rate and azimuth phase control
between the despun and spun sections is accomplished
with the rotor/bearing assembly, which also passes
power and signals across the interface via a series of
slip rings. Telecom antennas, scaled to meet mission
objectives, can be mounted to both sections, though
the higher gain antenna(s) are almost always on the
despun section.

Following several design iterations, SCSG’s GLXP
design converged to a SpaceX Falcon 1e launch,
placing a STAR 30 solid-motor kick stage and allbipropropellant lander spacecraft (see Figure 2) into a
200-km altitude Earth orbit. The lander’s spinning
section included the solar arrays; bipropropellant
propulsion system; Sun and Moon sensors for attitude
determination; a single, relatively simple landing
radar; telemetry and communication transmitters; a
command receiver; antennas; and a control processor.
The despun section contained the landing gear,
structural closeouts, and a microwave-transparent
mast which surrounded the antennas and supported a
separately rotatable camera assembly at the top.

During the terminal landing phase, the spinning
portion of the lander continues to spin until
touchdown, providing significant gyroscopic stability
to the entire landed system. Before touchdown the
despun section (with legs) is set to zero spin, allowing
the legs to perform much like any typical set of lander
legs does during landing. Importantly, because of its
gyro stiffness, this system essentially can’t tip over
during landing, but will rather ‘bounce’ or ‘stick’
depending on the leg system design.
Figure 2. SCSG’s spinning lander (2008)

Depending on mission goals, once on the surface the
spacecraft’s spinning section can either be stopped or
left to spin at any desired rate via rotor/bearing
control. In the spinning mode, the entire lander
becomes an excellent hopper as well, providing
extended range/coverage options, onboard propellant
permitting. Selected instruments on the despun section
Ridenoure

After the STAR 30 translunar injection burn, the
~240-kg lander—~50 kg dry mass and the rest
bipropellants, a ~80% propellant mass fraction
allowing for >4.5 km/s ∆V capability—spun at 100
RPM in ecliptic normal attitude during its 90-hr cruise
to the Moon, targeting a landing shortly after local
3
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lunar sunrise near 70 deg. W, 0 deg. N. The landing
site chosen—also the same as that for the first lunar
lander, Luna 9 from the USSR—resulted in a nearly
vertical approach angle, requiring a negligible change
in spin axis attitude during the descent. This choice of
landing site also permitted the use of the transfer orbit
communications antenna system for lunar operations.
(This antenna design was the same as that used for the
first geostationary communications satellite, Syncom,
developed by Rosen and his Hughes team in the early
1960s.)

Figure 3. SCSG’s spinning lander (left) vs. Surveyor
(2nd from left) and other lunar systems (2008)
NOTIONAL MISSION APPLICATIONS
Properly scaled, this novel architecture can be applied
to landing missions on virtually any hard body in the
solar system, including Earth or even large humanmade objects in space. The core architecture is
generally scalable (especially propulsion, power,
telecommunications and payload accommodations) to
address a variety of missions to the Moon, inner
terrestrial planets (including Mars moons), asteroids
and comets, and outer planet moons. Architectural
features supporting sample-return missions and
cycling operations are also possible.

Nominal orbit corrections during cruise consumed
about 20 kg of bipropellant. At an altitude of several
hundred kilometers, with an approach speed of
approximately 2.5 km/s, the now ~220-kg lander
began its descent phase using its large axial thruster
for braking and small (pulsed) axial thrusters for
attitude control (i.e., spin axis orientation control).
The landing radar, aimed 20 degrees away from the
spin axis, measured altitude and vector velocity
relative to the Moon, starting at an altitude of ~50 km.
Horizontal velocity errors were driven to zero by
pulsing small radial thrusters. The axial thrusters,
through an appropriate descent velocity-versusaltitude profile, controlled the lander to a soft landing.
At ~1 m above the surface, the thrusters were turned
off and the ensuing free fall was stabilized by the gyro
stiffness and cushioned by the flexible landing legs.
After a nominal landing at least 30 kg of bipropellant
remained for hopping, enabling a potential hopping
range of ~5 km (vs. the GLXP-required 0.5 km).

Figure 4 summarizes to first order where a spacecraft
can reach within the inner solar system if launched
with a certain onboard ∆V capability and at given C3
from Earth8. If a Falcon 9 launch is assumed9—the
Falcon 1 and 1e models are no longer offered by
SpaceX—expected total payload mass values range
from ~2,500 kg for a C3 of -2 km2/s2, ~1,500 kg for a
C3 of 14 km2/s2, and ~1,000 kg for a C3 of 25 km2/s2.

To meet the all GLXP “Mooncast” requirements, a
HD camera system designed from ruggedized
commercially available components at the top of the
antenna mast enabled views looking downward to the
top of the lander and nearby lunar surface, as well as
outward to the distant lunar surface. The camera itself
stared in a generally upward orientation at a tiltable
mirror that provided the required elevation viewing
range. The pan requirement was met by rotating the
camera/mirror assembly around the mast axis.
For comparison, the resulting lander-hopper design
was dramatically smaller (Figure 3) and lighter (~1/6
the mass) than the Surveyor landers. Costing exercises
completed by the SCSG team just before its GLXP
withdrawal were suggesting a total mission cost—for
everything—of $20-30 million.
Figure 4. C3-∆V trade space for the inner solar
system (Ridenoure and Jones, 1994)

Ridenoure
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Thus, by analogy it is apparent that spinning landers
similar in overall architecture to proven systems could
be widely applied to meet a variety of mission
objectives across a range of solar system destinations.

The standard rocket equation suggests that for typical
spacecraft bipropropellant systems with an Isp of ~310
sec., expected ∆Vs for a range of mass fractions
(propellant mass/total spacecraft wet mass) are: ~2.0
km/sec for 50% mass fraction; ~2.8 km/sec for 60%;
~3.5 km/sec for 70%; ~4.8 km/sec for 80%.

POST-GLXP CONCEPTS: 2011-2013
Various mission concepts for the spinning lander and
related areas for suggested further technical
investigation were presented at the 2011 LCPM
conference2 and 2012 ASCE conference3. The LCPM
paper suggested mission concepts for missions to the
Moon, Mars, small bodies, Mercury, Venus, Pluto and
Kuiper belt objects, gas giant moons (e.g., Europa)
and selected commercial applications (e.g.,
transporting water from lunar polar ‘ice mines’ to
lunar spaceports). Of these, lunar and Mars missions
garnered the most interest.

It is not terribly difficult to design spinning satellites
with mass fractions in this range10, so it is reasonable
to assume that some fairly capable spinning landers
could be designed for launch by a Falcon 9 (for
example) that could reach many interesting
destinations in the inner solar system using their
integral bipropropellant systems for all post-launch
maneuvers.
Indeed, for comparison, it’s worth noting that most of
the many dozens of dual-spin spacecraft built by
Hughes from ~1970-2000 had masses in the range of
~1,000 to ~2,500 kg3. Examining the Hughes family
of spacecraft during this period11 (Figure 5) serves as
a good starting point for visualizing what might be
possible with spinning landers, and to get a sense of
how the scaling laws might apply.

At the LCPM conference four separate U.S.-based
mission study teams expressed interest in considering
the new architecture for inclusion in upcoming
mission-proposal
efforts
addressing
various
exploration,
technology-demonstration
and
commercial program objectives, leading perhaps to
one or more proposals in 2012 for missiondevelopment funding. (Due to the competitionsensitive nature of these interactions, few specific
details will be revealed herein.)
Following the LCPM conference, multiple telecons
and face-to-face meetings were held with each team
and in one case (with JPL) a more detailed monthslong technical assessment was completed (in late
spring 2012). The efforts of all four teams were
throttled back in early 2012, however, when the next
round of NASA-funded proposal cycles were delayed
by a year or more due to the general budget malaise at
the national level, which flowed down to NASA.

Figure 5. Hughes family of spacecraft (1963
through 1984)
More ambitious missions like NEO rendezvous, Mars
landers, main belt asteroid rendezvous and outer
planet moon missions would likely require auxiliary
propulsion stages, larger launch rockets, gravity-assist
trajectories, or some combination of these options.

In spite of the slowdown at NASA, a low level of
small spinning lander concept assessment continued
well into 2013, with summaries presented at various
conferences and seminars12,13.

Beyond proper scaling of core “classic” dual-spin
spacecraft
bus
subsystems,
mission-specific
equipment would include a landing radar (or
equivalent), leg systems and attitude sensor suites
tailored to the desired destination(s), scientific and/or
technology payloads matched to mission objectives,
accommodations for secondary payloads such as
robotics, rovers, sample return systems or other cargo,
interfaces for refueling or servicing, and perhaps even
allowances for commercial objectives such as
branding or advertising.
Ridenoure

Selected key findings of these 2011-2012 assessments
include:
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The scalability of the architecture combined with
the robustness of the attitude-control, propulsion,
power and temperature-control subsystems is
appealing.
Landing stability, landing-hopping radar, attitude
sensor requirements and overall system mass
efficiency are of keen interest.
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validation of a CubeSat-class dual-spin bearing and
power/signal transfer assembly for enabling a dual-spin
3U CubeSat, where a 1U payload module spins
(housing a scanning microwave atmospheric sensor)
and a 2U bus remains despun.

Inputs from several ex-Hughes (now Boeing
Satellite Systems) engineers14 suggest that a
typical end-to-end effort and cost to ready a dualspin spacecraft propulsion system for launch—
design, analysis, integration, test—is ~1/2 the
comparable 3-axis propulsion system; for attitude
control and overall flight software a metric of
~1/3 is typical.
The architecture seems well-suited for lunar polar
missions in particular because the incidence angle
of the (low) Sun is ideal for generating power, the
thermal environment would be relatively benign,
and the robust landing-hopping capability would
be advantageous for the rugged cratered lunar
polar terrain.
Packaging a spinning lander into a gumdrop shape
to accommodate Mars entry, descent and landing
in an aeroshell seems doable. More assessment of
mass efficiency vs. 3-axis, airbag-based and
skycrane-like landing systems is needed.
For small bodies missions (including Phobos and
Deimos at Mars), if landing might be required
along an arbitrary descent vector, careful
consideration of the solar array design is
warranted since for spinners the Sun angle to the
solar arrays (and spin axis) is important. More
capable battery subsystems are suggested.
Though over a hundred dual-spin spacecraft have
been successfully launched, over a decade will
have passed since the last launch (2003) and the
next one (2014). (JPL’s Earth-orbiting SMAP
remote-sensing mission, on track for a late 2014
launch, is one current mission employing a dualspin architecture and rather large rotor/bearing
assembly.) This raises an interesting heritage/risk
issue for future proposers—and proposal
reviewers—to ponder.
The spinning lander concept might be a
compelling candidate for a future low-cost
exploration mission proposal or possibly techdemo mission proposal. Anticipated pressures on
future NASA budgets and related heightening of
risk-averse mindsets would likely sway interest
from the former to the latter, however.

The spun/despun bearing assembly design derives from
a commercially available, industrial-grade device from
Aeroflex; the MIT team modified it for the MicroMAS
application.
Initial Concepts
Following the SmallSat conference, some basic
mechanical configuration work was conducted by Riki
Munkata and Rex Ridenoure at Ecliptic to generate a
notional concept for a CubeSat-sized spinning lander
built up around the MicroMas-like bearing assembly.
The resulting point design is shown in Figure 6 and was
first presented at a CubeSat focused conference held in
the fall of 201316 and a Caltech seminar in early 201417.

Figure 6. First point design for a CubeSat-class
spinning lander, stowed and deployed (Ridenoure
and Munakata, 2013)
This design included a 1U despun section on the top
with an extendable antenna accommodating a
cellphone-like camera at the tip, camera and telecom
electronics, and four deployable legs which served as
the CubeSat rails in the stowed configuration. The ~2U
spinning section included batteries, propulsion, the
spinning radar and other control electronics. No solar
cells were assumed. The entire system mass was
estimated to be around 5 kg.

CUBESAT-CLASS CONCEPTS: 2013-PRESENT
A paper/presentation by MIT graduate students at the
annual Small Satellite Conference in summer 201315
directed the spinning lander concept development
toward CubeSat-class designs.

A key question about this design was how much ∆V
capability it might have. A first-cut estimate of this
performance for a postulated lunar polar crater survey
mission was generated by assuming propulsion
subsystem parameters from a hydrazine design
presented at the 2009 SmallSat Conference18. This
subsystem accommodated four 1.5 N thrusters and

The effort presented—concerning the USAF-funded
MicroMAS LEO satellite in development by MIT’s
Space Systems Laboratory and MIT’s Lincoln
Laboratory—highlighted
the
development
and
Ridenoure
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came in at around 1 kg mass, including ~0.5 kg of
hydrazine. Its Isp was estimated (based on lab tests of
full-scale prototypes) of ~220 sec.

In this scenario, a spinning lander would first be ejected
from the Mother Ship, quickly activate and initialize its
subsystems and establish hovering, then translate across
the width of the crater as it conducts various
observations (e.g., IR imaging), ultimately landing on
the rim at the opposite side of the crater. Following a
period of data relay to Earth and scientific/engineering
assessment, commands would be sent to the spinning
lander to initiate a hopping maneuver which inserts the
lander back into the crater, down to the crater floor
(where, following landing, selected and rapid in situ
science is conducted) and back out again. It’s likely that
the spinning lander could ultimately make its final hoplanding very close to the Mother Ship.

For the lunar spinning lander analysis, a total spinning
lander wet mass assumption of 5 kg was used, including
a 1.5 kg propulsion subsystem mass (including six 1.5
N axial thrusters and two opposed clusters of three 1.5
N radial thrusters), 0.5 kg hydrazine, 2 kg of other
spinning module mass and 1.5 kg of despun module
mass.
Surprisingly, this system would be able to hover for
nearly two minutes, accelerate to nearly 120 m/sec in
the first minute (and then slow down the same amount
the second minute) and perform a resulting hop of ~7
km!
As presented at the 2014 Spring CubeSat Developers
Workshop19, a notional mission concept for this lunar
polar crater survey mission assumed multiple spinning
landers carried to the lunar surface by a ‘Mother Ship’
lander, as depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 8. Top view of notional lunar polar crater
survey path for the spinning lander (Ridenoure,
2014)

Figure 7. ‘Mother Ship’ with multiple spinning
landers for conducting a lunar polar crater survey
mission (Ridenoure and Munakata, 2013)
The Mother Ship lander was presumed to land atop the
sunlit rim of an interesting permanently shadowed lunar
polar crater and have science equipment and related
objectives of its own. Given today’s excellent global
lunar high-resolution image data bases and excellent
gravity field knowledge, landing accuracies can be 1 to
3 m20.

Figure 9. Side view of notional lunar polar crater
survey path for the spinning lander, where the
assumed in situ science is a ‘grab-and-go’ sample
operation (Ridenoure, 2014)
Recent Concept Improvements
Three key concerns with the initial CubeSat-class
spinning lander concept described above were
addressed during the next design iteration, in 2014
May-June.

The Mother Ship would also be able to accommodate
these small spinning landers and deploy them one-byone mortar-style to execute various tailored survey
paths across—or perhaps also inside—the crater. See
Figures 8 and 9 for a notional scenario, using the
famous Meteor Crater as a scale example.
Ridenoure
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properties are closer to a pencil than the desired
tuna can or discus.
Second, it relies on the Mother Ship to get to the
lunar surface, and all spinning landers would have
to be deployed within ~5 km radius of the Mother
Ship—an ~80 km2 area, but still a limited area.
An alternative approach could be to have multiple
spinning landers ‘parked’ in low lunar orbit
(LLO) aboard an orbiting Mother Ship, which
could then deploy them one-by-one to interesting
landing spots distributed all over the Moon, not
just in one place.
Third, the assumed lander propulsion system was
hydrazine-based, while a less toxic propellant
would be more desirable.
Figure 11. Total deorbit and landing ∆Vs for
various LLO values and slow landing scenarios
(Luther, 2014)

Deorbiting from LLO, descending and landing requires
considerable ∆V, and hopping after the first landing
requires yet more. And all of this takes more time than
the ~2-minute hovering life of the initial configuration.

Working during June 2014 with VACCO, a current
supplier of CubeSat-class propulsion modules
employing non-toxic ‘green’ propellants, promising
configuration and performance enhancements were
identified22 which, pending further assessment may lead
to a small spinning lander design which can meet these
challenging ∆V targets. Figure 12 shows one such
design, which is a reconfigured version of VACCO’s
standard family of CubeSat propulsion module
elements.

But if the ∆V and longer life issues were addressed by
adding more propulsion subsystem and battery mass to
the design—to the spinning section—the resulting mass
properties might then be in the desired range. But how
much extra capability would be required?
First-order trajectory studies were conducted recently21
considering a variety of LLO assumptions and various
descent profiles to the lunar surface. Figures 10 and 11
summarize this trade space, and shows that total ∆Vs to
deorbit and land range from ~1.70 to 1.85 km/sec for
fast descents (landing distance 400 km downrange from
deorbit burn location) and ~1.72 to 1.80 km/sec for
slow descents (landing distance of 1,500 km).

Figure 12. Spinning lander propulsion module
design by VACCO, with ADN tank (gray) and
isobutane tank (blue) (Cardin, et al., 2014)
In this design, two 22N axial thrusters placed 180○ apart
across a 30 cm span. Two opposed clusters of three
100mN thrusters (consisting of one radial and a pair of
opposed tangential spin-up/spin-down thrusters) fill the
other two quadrants. All thrusters are fed by a tank of
‘green’ ammonium dinitramide (ADN) propellant. The
ADN tank is in turn pressurized by warm isobutane,

Figure 10. Total deorbit and landing ∆Vs for
various LLO values and fast landing scenarios
(Luther, 2014)

Ridenoure
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In coming months, Ecliptic intern Stephanie Wong will
be working with engineers from VACCO, Moog CSA,
Planetary Systems Corporation and other firms to refine
these enhanced spinning lander concepts and related
performance assessments as the focus of her MS thesis
in Aerospace Engineering25.

which is contained in its own tank. The isobutene tank
also contains all control electronics, feed lines and
valves for the module.
The spacecraft half of a standard 8” (~20 cm)
Lightband payload separation system23 produced by
Planetary Systems Corporation is shown attached to the
bottom of the module. A 10 cm hole is left open in the
center in anticipation of using this volume either for a
despun section extension or for spun section payload
utilization.

CONCLUSION
The proven design efficiency and operational elegance
of dual-spin satellites has been a heretofore untapped
potential for cost-effective lander system design. The
first phase of solar system exploration is nearly
complete, and mission requirements for the next phase
at many destinations call for landed systems with
increased surface mobility, operational flexibility and
design robustness. The novel spinning lander-hopper
concept offers a path for capitalizing on this potential
to address these challenges during an expected era of
tighter exploration mission budgets.

The total wet mass of this module as depicted in Figure
12 is ~6.4 kg, of which ~2.9 kg is ADN and ~3.5 kg is
the module’s dry mass + isobutane. (The isobutane is
not consumed during the spinning lander operations.)
The 22N axial thrusters have a measured Isp of ~250
sec when continuously thrusting, as they would be
when the spinning lander is braking during descent,
hovering or hopping. Plus, these thrusters are widely
throttleable, from 6N to 23N, which will enable smooth
landings and hops. The 100mN thrusters have a
measured Isp of ~200 sec when operating in pulsed
(radial thrusters) or continuous mode (spin-up/spindown thrusters).

Springboarding from the end-to-end small spinning
lander mission and system design developed in 20072008 for the GLXP competition, high-level
examinations and analyses of small spinning lander
concepts conducted in 2011-2013—and very recent
assessments of CubeSat-class spinning lander designs
conducted during 2013-2014—suggest that small
spinning lander systems with architectural and
operational heritage traceable to many dozens of dualspin spacecraft successfully launched and operated in
recent decades could be developed soon and launched
on existing or near-term launch systems to continue
humanity’s quest to explore and understand our solar
system and to utilize the resources we find there.

Also, near-term analysis will be completed to assess
how to get multiple spinning landers into the LLO
parking orbit. A leading candidate is an adaptation of
the Propulsive ESPA module now under development
by Moog CSA Engineering24, a typical configuration of
which is shown in Figure 13.
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